WINNNERS 2018 Design a One Planet Picnic Pocket Garden Competition
Entry title and description
Water Journey. Plants and people both depend on clean water to live.
This garden looks at different water journeys and how much time and
energy is involved in getting this precious resource.
A lobster pot makes a perfect soft fruit cage! Inspired by their coastal
location and making use of a disused boat and other items from the
local fishing industry this is a picnic at sea.
Join the fun in this sustainable helter skelter that integrates irrigation,
homes for wildlife and waste recycling as well as local, seasonal food.
A model sustainable community.
The Isle of Seil in miniature with it's features including the famous
Clachan 'Bridge over the Atlantic' and vegetables as food forests.
Not your normal vegetable plot, edibles and plants for wildlife
intermingle in lush profusion. Your vegetable plot can look beautiful as
well as bountiful; a recipe for happy, healthy living.
A wishing well is made into a home for wildlife on land. It represents
Noblehill Primary pupils' 'Wishes for Fishes' - cleaner seas, less
plastic and healthy oceans. What do you wish for?
Think Global, Act Local' as a pathway to a sustainable world from 2018
to 2030. It reminds us that our daily choices and actions have
impacts beyond ourselves and can work to reduce climate change.
Glenwood's Foodbank is full of food they have grown. The children
say, "If you don’t have any food you can come and take some food
from this garden". Little ones showing us how to share and build a
world with no poverty.
Inspired by plants that the children see growing wild in their outdoor
spaces, this celebration of life on land is populated by minibeasts, and
has food for people and wildlife including, nettles and wild
strawberries.
A Home for Everyone. This home built from driftwood has space for
birds, bats and bugs. Planted with plants attractive to wildlife and
edible for people, it provides a welcome for all.
Soak up the scents and sounds from this sensory garden promoting
peace and justice. Inspired by Zen gardens, it's carefully arranged
features are tied together by rippling patterns.
Join Larbert Day Nursery for a picnic in the deep, dark wood and see
what woodland creatures you can spot, including a famous fictional
character. Stories that connect us to the world are part of quality
education.
Linking land, sea and food with the shores of Bo'ness, this pocket
garden sends a message to encourage us all to keep our oceans
clean.
Where in the world? Edible plants from around the world are growing
in a globe according to their country of origin. The globe garden sits
within our solar system, powered by the light of the sun.
Glasgow, the dear green place, gets even greener. City landmarks
are re-created to bring them alive with wildlife, food and flowers. A
vision for sustainable cites.
Wrecked! Here's the story of the wreck of a Clyde Puffer that
foundered in 1919 during a storm in Staffin Bay. It's a reminder of
coastal industry and our ties to the sea for food and employment.
Earth, Wind and Fire join Water as sources of clean affordable
energy as a windmill, a waterwheel, a solar panel and willow biomass.
There are also food plants as energy for life.
Miniature varieties of vegetables are growing in this Fairy garden. It is
also haven for butterflies, using seeds or cuttings from plants in the
school's butterfly rearing project.
Mrs. Tiggy Winkle's garden is a window onto life on land from another
viewpoint. There's a wormery, a hedgehog house and a snail
sanctuary, all with easy access for a hedgehog.
Buglife Goals! A garden of 17 global goals for happy minibeasts
works beautifully to remind us of the aims of the global goals for
people. Which is your favourite?
A Zero Hunger scarecrow stands guard over these food crops.
Seasonal soft fruits, climbing vegetables and Scottish grains grow
alongside plants for pollinators. Hanging crystals create rainbows like
the one on Kilpatrick Schools' badge.
Food and drink are traded globally including our daily cuppa. Brew
up some new ideas about what we could produce and consume in the
future with this garden all about tea. Nettle tea anyone?
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